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ABSTRACT

The Plutonium Immobilization Project (PIP) is a joint
venture between the Savannah River Site (SRS), Law-
rence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL), and Pacific Northwest Na-
tional Laboratory (PNNL).  When operational in 2008, the
PIP will fulfill the nation’s nonproliferation commitment
by placing surplus weapons-grade plutonium in perma-
nently stable ceramic forms that will be encapsulated
within canisters containing high level waste glass to make
it unattractive for reuse.  Since there are significant
radiation and security concerns, the project team is
developing unique technologies to remotely perform
plutonium immobilization tasks.  The remote task covered
in this paper employs a jointed arm robot to load seven
3.5” (89 mm) diameter, 135 lb. (61 kg) cylinders
(magazines containing cans of ceramic pucks) through the
4” (102mm) diameter throat of a stainless steel canister.
Working through the narrow canister throat, the robot
secures the magazines into a specially designed rack pre-
installed in the canister.  To provide theft deterrent, the
canisters are subsequently filled with high level
radioactive waste glass.  This operation will be performed
at the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF), which
began operating in 1996.

I. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

“Can-in-Canister” (CIC) refers to the system for im-
mobilizing and protecting excess plutonium in the PIP.
Five components work together to form the system – the
puck, puck can, magazine, rack and DWPF canister.
(Figure 1 is a photograph of the prototypical magazine.)
The plutonium oxide-ceramic puck is the basic compo-
nent of the immobilization scheme.  Twenty pucks are
placed in each 20” (0.5 m) long puck can and sealed by a
remote welding process.  Automated equipment then in-
serts four sealed puck cans into each magazine and closes
the magazine with a mechanical, snap-type permanent
closure.  Other automated equipment then takes
magazines to a staging area for canister loading..

In the staging area, a DWPF canister
with pre-installed rack is brought into the
facility on an automated cart.  A three de-
gree-of-freedom telescoping bridge robot
with a three degree-of-freedom manipulator
obtains a loaded magazine from the staging
area and carries the magazine to the canister.
The robot then lowers the magazine through
the canister throat until it is entirely inside
the canister.  At this point, the operator uses
remote viewing and manual control to align
the magazine radially with a socket and place
the magazine into a storage position on the
rack.  The robot then indexes from the first
magazine and repeats the process with six
additional magazines until all seven rack
positions are occupied.  Loaded canisters are
then taken to the DWPF, where they are
filled with a molten mixture of high level
radioactive waste glass and welded closed.
After cooling, the canisters are inspected and
sent to an interim storage facility with
planned final storage in a federal repository.

II. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

A. MAGAZINE

Magazines hold the puck cans in place
during remote operations and later in the
DWPF facility when the glass mixture is
poured into the canister.  Magazines are
made of 3” Schedule-10 304L stainless steel
pipe.  They are 7-feet (2 m) long, have a 3.5-
inch (89 mm) outside diameter and weigh
135 pounds (61 kg) [loaded].  At the top of
the magazine is a gripper knob and at the
bottom is a cone-shaped device to assist in
guiding the magazine into the magazine rack.
The most noticeable feature of the magazines
is the laser-cut slots.  During pouring, glass

Figure 1:
Magazine
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flows through the slots and contacts the puck cans, form-
ing a void-free glass-metal matrix surrounding the puck
cans.

The current slotted pipe magazine is the result of an
intense search for the optimum combination of handling
and glass-flow characteristics.  Remoteability concerns
favor a dimensionally consistent, structurally robust
magazine that deflects minimally during loading opera-
tions, i.e. fabricated from pipe.  However, glass flow is
optimized with a magazine that offers minimal obstruc-
tion to molten glass so that glass completely surrounds the
puck cans, penetrating even the smallest crevices.  The
ideal magazine for glass flow is one that maximizes open
area, such as a welded wire or wire mesh design.  Early
handling tests on six different wire magazine designs re-
vealed that they were either too fragile, too costly or too
dimensionally inconsistent to meet design requirements.
Therefore, the team focused on finding an ideal pipe
magazine.  Scoping tests with non-radioactive glass were
conducted at South Carolina’s Clemson Environmental
Technology Center (CETL) to see how magazine configu-
ration impacted glass flow.  Pipe magazines with three
different wall thicknesses and three different perforation
configurations were tested, along with welded wire and
wire mesh magazines.  In all cases, glass completely filled
magazine crevices, and wire magazines showed no ad-
vantage over pipe designs.  Subsequently, the team chose
a magazine design produced from common 3” schedule
10 (89 mm OD) stainless pipe with laser-cut slots that
offers ideal remoteability characteristics (light weight and
stiffness).

B. RACK

A pre-installed framework, or “rack,” (Figure 2) in-
side the DWPF canister determines final loaded positions
for the seven magazines.  The rack serves several
purposes:

•  keeps the magazines in a predetermined, sym-
metric orientation inside the canister and allows
glass to flow around puck cans to encapsulate
them

•  provides both lateral and vertical latching to re-
duce the possibility of magazines leaving their
positions during transport to DWPF and glass
pouring

•  lends strength during canister handling, trans-
portation, and glass pouring

The rack is designed to
provide adequate structural
support while minimizing
both mass and resistance to
glass flow.  It is con-
structed entirely of stain-
less steel and consists of
four scalloped plates and
one bottom plate joined by
seven solid round bars.
The bottom plate is sup-
ported above the bottom of
the canister with seven
radial struts.  Like the
magazines, the struts and
bottom plate have large
openings to permit unob-
structed glass flow.  Seven
“sockets” in the bottom
plate (Figure 3) provide the
resting surface for maga-
zines.  The sockets accept
the cones at the bottom of
each magazine.  Snap rings
at the cone/socket interface
(not shown in photos) con-
strain the magazine verti-
cally, while unique butter-
fly latches on the scalloped
plates constrain lateral
movement.  (The operation
of the lateral latches is de-
scribed on the next page in
the frames of Figure 4.)

Figure 2: Typical rack

Figure 3: Sockets (Snap ring groove for vertical latch
not shown.)
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Step 3 Step 4

Figure 4: Step 1 shows the magazine lowered into the canister.  [The white spot is the light source for remote viewing
inside the canister.]  In Step 2, the operator rotates the arm to align the magazine with the latches mounted in the storage
rack using miniature cameras mounted on the arm.  In Step 3, the manipulator arm pivots to engage the magazine into the
lateral latches.  Step 4 shows the latch engaged with the magazine seated in the socket.

Step 1 Step 2
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Three racks were fabricated and tested at CETL with
non-radioactive glass.  The racks performed as designed
and did not deform or impede glass flow around the puck
cans.

C. CANISTER LOADING ROBOT

The Canister Loading Robot is uniquely designed for
the canister loading process.  It is a three degree-of-
freedom telescoping bridge robot with a three-degree-of-

freedom manipulator.  While in the
loading position, canisters are
stationary, in a vertical orientation,
and do not rotate.  Therefore the
Canister Loading Robot must
provide all movement necessary to
load magazines into a canister and
lock the magazines to the rack.  This
ship-in-a-bottle approach to canister
loading begins when the robot
inserts the loaded magazine into the
canister throat.  The robot is capable
of three motions once inside the
canister: tilt, rotation and vertical
translation.  During loading
operations, rotation is used to align
the magazine radially with a socket.
Then tilt is used to rotate the
magazine through the rack’s
butterfly latches, and finally the
vertical translation is used to lower
the magazine to its stored position.

The wrist holding the gripper is constrained to ensure the
magazine remains vertical at all times.  It does this
through a 4-bar link to the robot mast.

The canister loading robot has not yet been built,
however three mockups were constructed and operated to
demonstrate feasibility.  The first mockup [Figure 5] was
a stationary test stand that contained a magazine and a
single socket.  It had an articulated arm that was only
capable of tilt and vertical translation.  It was used to
develop the butterfly latches and magazine/socket
interface.  The second mockup used a gripper attached to
an existing bridge robot.  It was used to evaluate
magazine designs and to prove that a magazine could be
moved the length of a building without operator
intervention and then precisely lowered through a canister
throat without touching the throat sides.  The final
mockup [Figure 6] was a fully autonomous, freestanding
robot that includes both rotations and the translation to
seat a magazine in the socket.  This demonstrated that the
magazine can be locked into place inside a prototypical

rack, and that the robot can load all seven rack positions
without indexing the canister.

The final mockup is also being used to develop the
user interface and control system for the three-degree-of-
freedom manipulator attached to the bridge robot.  It is
currently envisioned that the robot will obtain a loaded
magazine from the staging area and lower it down into the
canister under fully automatic control.  Next, the operator
will place the robot in a teleoperated mode and drive the
magazine into a rack socket.  Indexing from the first
loaded magazine, the robot will then load the six
remaining magazines without operator intervention.  To
enable this concept to be tested, the mockup had to be
constructed to enable both fully automatic and
teleoperation.

During teleoperation, the operator commands the
robot from a console that has three joysticks and a
touchpad.  The operator can choose between tactile
(joystick) and numeric (touchpad) operation in the
teleoperated mode.  The touchpad also allows the operator
to choose fully or semi-automatic operation from a menu
of automatic functions.  To enable teleoperation, the robot
is equipped with cameras and a light source, which can be

Figure 5: Test
stand with pipe
magazine

Figure 6: Freestanding Canister Loading Robot
mockup
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seen in Figure 4.

To provide automatic operation, an Allen Bradley
504 series PLC controls all three axes of movement
(vertical movement, arm rotation, and tilt.)  Each
servomotor has incremental encoder feedback so the
system controls acceleration, position, and velocity for
each motion.  To avoid having to return to a “home”
position following restarts, absolute encoders are also
provided for each motor.

III. PLANNED ACTIVITIES

A second phase of cold pour testing at CETL is
planned for FY 2000.  These tests will echo the less-
formal scoping tests performed in summer 1999, and will
evaluate the performance of the selected can-in-canister
hardware.  These tests are intended to increase confidence
in the hardware and are not expected to result in design
changes.  The development of other PIP equipment will
continue through 2001, then SRTC will prepare a series of
System Design Descriptions.  These documents will
become the design basis for the Architectural and
Engineering Firm chosen to build the PIP facility.
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